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MagicFrogPad 2Plus Released: Using the Apple MagicTrackpad as a keyboard
Published on 04/17/12
MagicFrogPad allows for the brilliant Apple Magic Trackpad functions to be integrated to
become a one handed keyboard. Since its inception, the FrogPad, inherently a one-handed
keyboard interface designed to make mobile easier, is squarely focused on the mobility
space. Its unique keyboard design takes less space, and requires only one handed use.
Globally, FrogPad has been critically acclaimed, and is considered a most successful
alternative user interface for all languages and character sets.
Houston, Texas - Type with elegance and speed on the Apple Magic Trackpad using the
FrogPad MagicFrogPad software. Have a one handed keyboard and a mouse on the same
device.
It can be either left handed or right handed. Downloading the software from the FrogPad
web store, converts your Apple Magic Trackpad into a one handed FrogPad keyboard.
Computer-human interface guru, Linda Marroquin, CEO, related that "...The new version of
MagicFrogPad is taking a successful product and making it better. There has to be a new
elegance of using a computer in 2012. Elegant computers, elegant designs but Horrible
keyboards makes no sense. We have evolved. Typing can be smooth and enjoyable. Type
faster! And Elegance is beauty on your desk and MagicFrogPad is Elegant.The future of
Multi Touch products require a user interface that allows for maximum input with fewer
products.
MagicFrogPad software allows for the brilliant Apple Magic Trackpad functions to be
integrated to become a one handed keyboard. "What if there was new way to interface with
Mac, Tablets or any Multi Touch Surface? FrogPad is transforming the way to interact with
the latest Multi Touch technologies" said FrogPad president Linda Marroquin. FrogPad's one
handed user interface is easy to use, lets mobile workers be more flexible, and improves
efficiencies and safety in many environments.
Since its inception, the FrogPad, inherently a one-handed keyboard interface designed to
make mobile easier, is squarely focused on the mobility space. Its unique keyboard design
takes less space, and requires only one handed use. Tutorials can be found on YouTube, its
website and through fun games FrogPad has developed to make learning the new interface
fun. Followers from around the world see the value of this new MultiTouch user interface.
Globally, FrogPad has been critically acclaimed, and is considered a most successful
alternative user interface for all languages and character sets.
FrogPad's one-handed, ergonomic, keypad solves the problem of accurate, fast, mobile text
and data entry for a multitude of devices - the new tablets, NetBooks, smart phones, GPS
devices, home automation, education and wearable computers. This new model for data entry
has been proven in the market and globally is clearly the most successful alternative one
handed user interface (UI). The next emerging market is the Multi Touch display market
which will be empowered by the FrogPad multi touch IP.
FrogPad:
http://www.frogpad.com
Magic FrogPad:
http://www.frogpad.com/magic-frogpad.php
FrogPad2 One Handed Keyboard:
http://www.frogpad.com/frogpad2.php
Magic Numeric KeyPad:
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http://www.frogpad.com/magic-numberpad.php
FrogPad iPad App Notetaker:
http://www.frogpad.com/ipad-app.php

FrogPad Inc. based in Houston, Texas is an innovator in data entry methods for mobile
computing and Multi Touch applications founded in 1998. It is a private company delivering
its products through global partners. This document may contain forward-looking
statements, relating to the Company's future financial results and operations or to the
environment in which it operates, which are based on FrogPad's operations, estimates,
forecasts and projections. These statements are not guarantees of future performance and
involve risks and uncertainties that are difficult to predict, and/or are beyond FrogPad's
control. A number of important factors could cause actual outcomes and results to differ
materially from those expressed in these forward-looking statements. These factors include
those set forth in other public filings. Consequently, readers should not place any undue
reliance on such forward-looking statements. In addition, these forward-looking statements
relate to the date on which they are made. FrogPad disclaim any intention or obligation to
update or revise any forward-looking statements, whether as a result of new information,
future events or otherwise. Copyright (C) 2011 All rights reserved. FrogPad, is the
registered trademark of FrogPad, Inc. in the United States and other countries. Other
company, product and service names may be trademarks or service marks of others. Apple,
the Apple logo, Mac, Mac OS and Macintosh are trademarks of Apple.
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